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SECRET 259463
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FOLLOWING FROM LITANIL-7, 25 MARCH; TERESA PROENZA VISITED
PERUEN EMBASSY 26 MARCH WITH SISTER CAHITA; SAI'D SHE RETURNING
HAZAMA SOON ON UNSPECIFIED DATE; HER PASSPORT MARKED "PARA REINTERCEPTA"

"SU CARGO," BUT L-7 TELLS OF CABLE PRECEDING PROENZA ARRIVAL.
"LLEGARA A LIQUIDAR SUS ASUNTOS, TENGAOS INFORMADOS." EMB STAFF
WARNED NOT TO TELL PROENZA OF THE MORNING OF CABLE WHICH
INDICATES SOMETHING DONE BEHIND HER BACK DESPITE WHAT SHE MAY
HAVE BEEN TOLD. P SAID SHE NOW PREFERENCES WORK INSIDE EMB
RATHER THAN IN AN EMB SINCE SHE CAN DO MORE GOOD THERE. L-7
BELIEVES THAT EVEN HAZAMA NOT SURE WHAT TO DO WITH PROENZA.
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